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Abstract

The technological complexities of today’s engineering breakthroughs require a robust engineering process to promote successful product, systems, or software development. Systems engineering is that process. Employed across a diverse set of engineering fields, and inextricably linked to the tenets of project management, the rigor in which systems engineering is applied may often make the difference between project success and failure. In this paper, we review the systems engineering tools and techniques widely known throughout the community of interest but that are not necessarily known or applicable to working with customers to generate requirements or to provide feedback to the customer to vet the stated and derived requirements. The tools and techniques presented in this paper are just a subset of those available to systems engineers. Many more exist that may be customized to assist systems engineers in requirements analysis. Systems engineers should not have to conduct extensive research to locate and evaluate such tools and techniques. Instead, it would behoove the systems engineering community to develop a tools and techniques bible; that is, a source for systems engineers to review tools and techniques applicable to particular processes, where they can then determine, based on a balance of time and cost to the project, those best suited to advance and support the requirements process.
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1. Main text

Systems Engineering, is defined by the International Council on Systems Engineering (INCOSE) as “an interdisciplinary approach and means to enable the realization of successful systems, focuses on defining customer needs and required functionality early in the development cycle, documenting requirements, then proceeding with design synthesis and system validation, while considering the complete problem.”\textsuperscript{[1]} Employed across a diverse set of engineering fields, and inextricably linked to the tenets of project management, the rigor in which systems engineering is applied may often make the difference between project success and failure. For a given system, success is the completion of a project within the constraints of cost, schedule and performance, as well as delivering the desired service (i.e., product, system, system of systems, etc.) to the customer. Systems engineering processes include, but are not limited to, requirements analysis, validation, functional and design verification, synthesis, and trade and assessment studies \textsuperscript{[2]}. In this study, we focus on the inputs to requirements analysis, and more specifically, the tools and techniques systems engineers can utilize to foster communications with customers and better understand their requirements.

2. Motivation

Too many large-scale projects have failed over the past 20 to 30 years, in part, due to a failure to define, scrutinize, verify, and/or control requirements. The 2007 Standish Group CHAOS report documented that 35% of software projects started in 2006 were successful, 46% were challenged (having cost or time overruns or not fully meeting user requirements), and 19% outright failed \textsuperscript{[3]}. Failed projects occur in the business sector as well as government. From 1981 to 1994, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) spent between $1.5 and $2.6 billion on
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the Advanced Automation System (AAS), which was never used and coined as “useless.” The Government Accounting Office (GAO) studied AAS and stated multiple reasons for the failure, including “the FAA did not effectively control system requirements [4].” Another high profile project that failed was the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) Virtual Case File (VCF). Designed to automate the FBI’s paper-based work environment, VCF was a $170 million failure. In 2005, a U.S. Department of Justice Inspector General report described eight factors that contributed to the failure of VCF. Among them, “poorly defined and slowly evolving design requirements [5].”

In the recent years, systems engineers have improved the requirements analysis process. A 2010 report by the National Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) titled Top Systems Engineering Issues in US Defense Industry noted that there had been improvements in requirements analysis since 2006. This report compared engineering issues identified in 2006 to improvements made by 2010; two of five major issues noted in 2006 were requirements related [5]:

- Insufficient systems engineering is applied early in the program life cycle, compromising the foundation for initial requirements and architecture development.
- Requirements are not always well-managed, including effective translation from capability statements into executable requirements to achieve successful acquisition programs.

While the NDIA has noted progress, projects still reach failure where perhaps more clearly defined systems engineering processes, especially the inputs to requirements analysis, could lead to more systems engineers being successful. No single methodology in engineering has formally proven more effective in leading to project success than any other. However, the systems engineering life cycle process appears dominant in today’s engineering culture. There are many high-level steps in systems engineering and at the root of this holistic process is requirements analysis. Requirements analysis establishes system capabilities, performance measures, system interfaces, physical attributes, and constraints [7]. At the core of requirements analysis is its input: defining stakeholder expectations; all other requirements analysis sub-activities must link back to the needs of the stakeholders, making defining stakeholder expectations a foundation for systems engineering.

As the primary input to and fundamental step in requirements analysis, there exists little formal documentation from the standards community (e.g., IEEE, ISO, and DoD) to guide the systems engineering workforce in communicating with and collecting requirements from stakeholders. Often times, the poor execution of the ‘define stakeholder expectations’ step is a root cause of project failures; but no formal source supports this idea. Poor requirements execution, in general, often contributes to project failures, especially when projects are extremely complex. The lack of formal guidance for systems engineers in using tools and techniques to better communicate with and understand stakeholders’ requirements has motivated the authors to highlight this shortcoming.

3. Objective

In this paper, we address the lack of formal guidance offered to systems engineers in the use of tools and techniques to promote optimal requirements analysis. Specifically, tools and techniques available to address customer interview and customer feedback processes within requirements analysis are discussed. The application of robust tools and techniques to requirements analysis in a customer interactive and understandable format will result in higher success rates in engineering projects.

The objectives of this paper are twofold: (1) identify where improvements in requirements analyses are necessary; and (2) provide analyses and summarize tools and techniques best suited for requirements analysis. The qualitative and quantitative comparative analysis of tools and techniques will be suitable for systems engineers to determine which tools and techniques to implement within their systems engineering management plan (SEMP). The authors strive to make the case for the systems engineering community that current international and government standards lack the depth of guidance necessary to make noticeable improvements in systems engineering processes.

4. Literature Review

Requirements analysis is mandatory in the conduct of any engineering task. Even without following a formal process or knowing that requirements analysis is occurring, people determine, often on their own, the components necessary to complete their task. For example, to clean a floor a janitor knows that he requires a mop, bucket, water (usually hot) and some type of detergent. These are just the basic requirements of the janitor’s task, although janitors probably do not call these elements “requirements.” Given this general line of reasoning, there is significant
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The above literature covers a wide variety of requirements analysis from case studies to the use of tools and techniques used to analyze large-scale projects. Case studies reviewed as part of requirements analysis were difficult to find where software was not the primary topic of interest. While software is certainly a topic with systems engineering applications, the authors are interested in case studies and documents reaching across engineering fields, where the outcome of a study could be applied with breadth of application, not software alone. During this research, software is a predominant topic for requirements analysis and engineering, highlighting that more work needs to be done for general engineering approaches.

The case study of Knowledge-based Approach for Selection of Requirements Engineering Techniques
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(KASERT) outline a list of requirements elicitation techniques that apply to varied engineering disciplines [16]. Examples of techniques include focus groups, laddering, brainstorming, and document mining. Parviainen and Tihinen [17] state that despite a significant amount of papers based on requirements engineering methods, “we could not find any published research giving the big picture of available methods…describing how the available methods support and cover the requirements engineering activities as a whole [17]” The authors find this statement to be a direct parallel of current research findings in requirements elicitation and collection methodologies. Furthermore, Parviainen and Tihinen [17] state that their aim is “to gain an overall view of the available requirements technologies.” In this study, we hope to contribute to systems engineering by bringing to light various tools and techniques systems engineers can use to collect more accurate and useful requirements definitions from their customers.

5. Methodology

“Problem definition is the most difficult activity of the systems engineering process [18].” The literature review section clearly identified that international standards, DoD guidance, and technical papers on requirements analysis lack the rigor for developing customer interaction and requirements collection methodologies. Sheard and Lake compare systems engineering standards and models [19] and note the difficulty practitioners have in keeping current with the extended amount of standards available, determining how they differ, and which versions of each is applicable. Today, systems engineers must sift through a plethora of engineering publications and technical papers to develop methodologies that may help communicate to their customers (i.e., stakeholders) the potential requirements for their project.

The methodology for this paper moves past knowledge gained from literature reviews and into a discussion of tools and techniques appropriate for working with customers of varied technical competencies to collect, define, and review requirements. Even though much of the literature reviewed shows gaps in specific methodologies currently used in requirements collection, some relevant material is found that might be applied to general engineering practices. This material is reviewed more closely in the tool and technique analysis section. The primary sources of data for this research include textbooks, technical papers, and websites designed to promote the use of particular systems engineering tools and techniques.

In this paper we review systems engineering tools and techniques widely known throughout the community of interest but that are not necessarily known or applicable to working with customers to generate requirements or to provide feedback to the customer to vet the stated and derived requirements. These processes should occur before moving into more detailed requirements analysis processes.

The next section brings to light, for the systems engineering community, proven tools and techniques useful in working with customers to collect requirements. Specifically, we address the application of methods for interaction with customers in understandable ways.

For analysis purposes, tools and techniques are broken into two categories: customer interview and customer feedback. Customer interview techniques analyzed in this paper include the Quality Attribute Workshop, Use Case Diagramming, User Stories, Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM), Delphi Brainstorming, and Objective Hierarchies. Customer feedback tools and techniques discussed are System Requirements Specifications (SyRS), SWOT-TOPSIS, Hybrid TOPSIS-FAHP, AbsrRM, Cost-Value Prioritization, and Cost-Driven Design Optimization.

6. Tool and Technique Analysis

6.1 Customer Interview

The customer interview process to develop and understand initial requirements is the first active step a systems engineering team undertakes. As such, the success or failure of the interview weighs heavily on the outcome of the project.

6.1.1. Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW)

There are multiple methods available to work with the customer on initial requirements; one method is the Quality Attribute Workshop (QAW). Developed by Carnegie Mellon’s Software Engineering Institute (SEI) as a tool to address software-intensive systems, it has applications in systems engineering requirements development [20]. The purpose of the workshop is to develop an initial set of quality attributes used to describe high-level system
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roles and purpose, thus QAW is primarily a qualitative tool. For instance, QAW would help to determine the “ilities” a system or product requires, such as scalability, availability, reliability, and usability. For each quality attribute (ilities), the workshop participants (i.e., the customer) develop scenarios to refine each of the priority attributes. For the systems engineer, each attribute would necessitate a requirement or multiple requirements to support it. While QAW uses a tablet methodology to develop scenarios for attributes, a use case is pictorial and serves to augment the tablet format. In collaboration with the QAW, use cases can significantly enhance the development of customer stated scenarios.

6.1.2. Use Case Diagrams

Use case diagrams represent the high-level interaction of four elements: actor, system, services, and relationships. Based on the attributes developed through the QAW, use cases show the functionality of each attribute by depicting who would use it, what it would provide, and the relationships involved. Use cases provide a communications stream between engineer and customer to ensure the customer’s idea is accurately understood by the engineering team.

6.1.3. Use Stories

In lieu of use case diagrams, a systems engineer might choose to develop user stories. User stories are an agile software tool used to develop the customer’s story about required functionality. It is not an end-all be-all story. In fact, it is only a start and not meant to be complete. User stories are developed for a particular role, in this case a system function, and provides the who, how and why of the function. This is done at a high-level and is not technical in nature. One example of a user story is, “As a bank business owner, I want to set the ATM’s withdrawal parameters so the ATM will provide funds to customers but protect against fraudulent activities.” Nazzaro et. al. assert that systems engineers will take these functionality describing stories and develop requirement sets to achieve the goals [21].

6.1.4. Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM)

Another technique utilized in similar efforts as QAW and use cases is the Architecture Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM). ATAM follows the QAW, as the QAW is an integral input. Originally designed for software development, ATAM is a method that “assesses the consequences of architectural decisions in light of quality attribute requirements,” such as those developed in QAW [22]. The same workgroup that discussed QAW should participate in the ATAM. ATAM is easily applied with a focus on the requirements of any type of system, not only software. Kazman [22] notes that ATAM is an inexpensive exercise and produces results commensurate with the level of detail of the architectural specification. As applied to requirements analysis, the ATAM effort is customizable to the amount of time available to work on requirements development. ATAM includes processes to develop requirements trees (based on functionality), utilize scenario brainstorming, and perform tradeoff analyses. Not only is ATAM capable of assisting the systems engineer in developing initial requirements with the customer, it would also be useful as a tool during the feedback of derived requirements.

6.1.5. Delphi Technique

There are other methods not directly included in the QAW -> Use Case -> ATAM stream that are less advanced but just as valuable to the systems engineer when interviewing customers. The easiest is the brainstorming technique called Delphi. Commonly referred to as the Delphi Method, it is a method to achieve a consensus on a topic of interest among a group of experts through a series of anonymous questionnaires. Not often used in requirements collection, a well-informed systems engineer might look to gain consensus on requirements for individual system or product functions using Delphi. Utilized at length, Delphi would enable a wide audience of stakeholders to participate in developing requirements without retribution (due to anonymity). The downside is that this method would take an extended period to complete, as each distinct topic (product functional area) would require several iterations of Delphi.

6.1.6. Objective Hierarchy

Another simple tool to develop requirements with a customer is the objective hierarchy. An objective hierarchy is an arrangement of objectives that a customer expects a new system or product to achieve. Similar to a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), an objective hierarchy used to develop requirements would list top-level objectives at the top of a page, while supporting requirements for each objective would be branched off below. For each
objective, the engineer and customer would answer, “How could you achieve this?” by stating a requirement. Similarly, each primary requirement would be broken down with sub-requirements until a root requirement was established. The result of a well-developed objectives hierarchy is a requirements tree traceable to the customers’ high-level objectives.

6.2 Customer Feedback

The customer interview and requirements collection process is the first event in a series of interactions with the customer but clearly not the last. The entire systems engineering process is iterative, never being satisfied without feedback loops to refine and validate information gained. Requirements analysis is laden with feedback loops and there are tools available to assist the systems engineer in promoting effective dialogue with the customer to determine which initial requirements are necessary, affordable, and achievable within customer-defined constraints. Similar to customer interview techniques, international and DoD standards in systems engineering only promote the process, not the methods. This section analyzes tools to document initial requirements developed during the customer interview process and to provide the means to gain active customer participation in refining the baseline requirements.

6.2.1 System Requirements Specification (SyRS)

The System Requirements Specification (SyRS) is perhaps the best-documented process for reaching back to the customer with engineered and derived requirements. Standardized by IEEE Std 1233 [2], SyRS defines the documentation of requirements based on customer needs, operational concepts, and systems analysis. SyRS is used to communicate requirements to both the customer and the technical community. As such, there are different derivations of SyRS based on the intended audience. High-level requirements support customer objectives for customer reviews but a more technical and qualitative deep-dive version is developed for the engineers that will actually use SyRS to build a system.

6.2.2 Strength, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats - Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (SWOT-TOPSIS)

TOPSIS (Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) is a technique widely used for strategic decision-making; however, we have not necessarily seen it applied to requirements development. Its strength in quantitative analysis has application in determining which requirements better fit customer scenarios. For instance, one technique integrates the (SWOT) model with TOPSIS, and is aptly dubbed the SWOT-TOPSIS Integration Method. In a requirements scenario, SWOT is used during the customer interview process to develop system scenarios based on internal and external (environmental) factors to promote focus on the real problem to be solved. Using the technique described by Yang Ying [23], a requirements SWOT chart is developed. The customer and systems engineer fill in the SWOT quadrants by strategizing the problem to be resolved. Next, using the SWOT, options (alternatives) are developed as a solution to the customer problem. Following this, each element in the SWOT is evaluated on a 5-point scale, based on their ability to contribute to a solution for each option. Thus, an m x n array is completed. Finally, the proximity of optimal value of each alternative is computed. The result is a sorted index of options from 1 through n. The SWOT-TOPSIS tool is therefore used to provide a quantitative method to evaluate alternative solutions to the customer problem from which further requirements solicitation can occur.

6.2.3 Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP)

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) is a decision-making tool that has applications in requirements selection and analysis. Traditionally used in pairwise analysis to determine best choices, provide ranking, and as far-reaching as conflict resolution, engineers can apply AHP using customer input to prioritize capabilities of a proposed system as compared to alternative systems [24]. Capabilities are factors that drive requirements. Taking AHP one-step further, Fuzzy AHP (FAHP) is a tool that incorporates not only the expert knowledge required to develop AHP, but also a component of fuzzy set theory to account for imprecision and vagueness [9]. FAHP uses a linguistic scale to assign triangular fuzzy numbers (TFN) in the pairwise scheme normally associated with AHP. So for instance, requirements may be structured into a pairwise table and the customer(s) assign a TFN to each requirement pair. Next, engineers calculate weights for all requirements through synthesis, comparison, and calculation of priority weights. After normalization of requirements, the resultant scores are calculated as a distance from the positive ideal solution (PIS) and negative ideal solution (NIS), a closeness coefficient is determined, and all requirements are ranked. As may be noted, TOPSIS is the quantitative engine that drives FAHP.
6.2.4 Quality Function Deployment (QFD)

A methodology, which is robust enough to utilize the input gained from customer interview processes, and then assist in subsequent iterative customer interactions is the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) process. A complex tool that captures the voice of the customer and engineered requirements (i.e., derived and technical requirements developed by the engineering team), QFD promotes customer interaction through the prioritization of requirements lines. QFD pictorially represents requirements in what is known as a House of Quality. Essentially, the House of Quality represents a comparative picture of the elements of (1) voice of the customer, (2) technical requirements, (3) relationships between customer and technical requirements, (4) priorities of technical requirements, (5) priorities of customer requirements, and (6) a competitive evaluation. Both the customer and engineers work in partnership to establish relationships between requirements, such as determining very strong, strong, or weak relationships. The QFD process is beneficial since both the customer and engineering teams participate in determining the baseline requirements. Elements and relationship of a House of Quality are depicted in Fig 1. [25]

6.2.5 Abstraction-Based Requirements Management (AbstRM)

All previous methods for determining, documenting, and working with the customer have required significant manual efforts. One method, Abstraction-Based Requirements Management (AbstRM), is an automated process that uses signal-processing algorithms to detect customer abstractions of requirements from such diverse documents as Requests for Proposals and Concepts of Operations, as well as helping to analyze the impact of changes to requirements baselines. The primary benefits realized through AbstRM are (1) tighter integration between requirements elicitation and requirements management and (2) requirements impact analysis [26].

6.2.6 Cost-Value Approach for Prioritizing Requirements

Applying a cost value to a requirement early on in the systems engineering process is difficult, at best, especially if there is no comparative system for parametric estimates. Karlson and Ryan [27] discuss an approach to prioritizing requirements based on cost in A Cost-Value Approach for Prioritizing Requirements. Their five-step process is (1) review candidate requirements; (2) work with the customer to develop and apply AHP; (3) use AHP to estimate the relative cost of implementing each requirement; (4) plot the values on a cost-value diagram; and (5) provide customers the cost-value diagram to determine which requirements to implement and which not to implement. Step 5 is always tough for customers as they typically aim to maximize system capabilities. A cost-value diagram helps to put the cost of “needs” over those of “wants” in a customer understandable format.

6.2.7 Cost Driven Design Optimization

A similar method as cost-value is cost-driven design optimization. Using cost as a determining factor, engineers develop cost algorithms to determine which, in a set of related and comparable requirements, meet the customer’s objectives at minimal cost. During this process, engineers (1) determine optimal values for design variables, and (2)
select the best alternative. The three main cost factors considered are fixed costs, direct costs, and indirect costs. An example cost model is \( \text{Cost} = aX + b/X + k \), where \( a = \) direct cost; \( b = \) indirect cost; \( k = \) fixed cost; and \( X = \) the decision variable, i.e., transmitter power for a radio [28].

7. Comparative Analysis of Tools and Techniques

Table 1: Tools and Techniques Comparison (Qualitative)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Customer Interview</th>
<th>Customer Feedback</th>
<th>Customer Input</th>
<th>Engineer Input</th>
<th>Qualitative</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QAW</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use Case</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Story</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATAM</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delphi</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective Hierarchy</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SyRS</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWOT-TOPSIS</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAHP</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QFD</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AbstRM</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost-Value</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Driven Design Optimization</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.1. Qualitative Analysis

There is no single application for the tools and techniques analyzed in this paper. Some tools are discussed as they apply to architecture, strategic decision-making, or defining system purpose. However, each tool or technique discussed in this paper also has clear application within requirements analysis. The knowledgeable systems engineer should be familiar with a complete set of tools and techniques such that they may apply the best approach to requirements analysis, or any other phase of systems engineering.

Table 1 lists the tools and techniques reviewed, analyzed for good fit to requirements analysis, and discussed in this paper. Each tool or technique is analyzed for its fit to a series of attributes to assist the systems engineer in selecting the most appropriate one based on time, cost, and complexity. Customer interview and feedback refer to whether a technique is better utilized to collect requirements or to present a baseline set of requirements back to the customer for review. The customer and engineer input simply reflect which participant can directly contribute to the development of the information within that tool or technique. Qualitative or quantitative attributes are an indication of the type of information necessary to determine output. Some tools receive qualitative input, derive a quantitative output, and are the reason some tools reflect the capability for both attributes. The scale of complexity of each tool or technique is a subjective grade. Low (L) indicates the tool or technique requires little experience, is easy to use, and self-explanatory; Medium (M) indicates that the user should have some experience using like tools or techniques; while high (H) indicates the user most likely requires some form of training and extended experience in the application of the tool. Tools that are capable of incorporating a cost factor into its analysis are considered to have a cost component. Table 1 provides an indication of whether a tool or technique has either a manual or software approach, or both. The author recommends the use of software, where possible, to improve the accuracy and timeliness of the analysis being undertaken.

7.2. Quantitative Analysis

A quantitative analysis of the tools and techniques described in section 7.1 is also performed. Using TOPSIS and AHP, and following commonly accepted processes, a rank order analysis of the tools results QAW to be on the top. The remaining tools rank in the following order: Use Case, User Story, ATAM, Delphi, Objective Hierarchy, SyRS,
SWOT-TOPSIS, FAHP, QFD, AbstRM, Cost-Value, and Cost Driven Design Optimization. The processes for completing TOPSIS are not shown, as it is not germane to this paper.

The outcome of quantitative analysis is based on the assignment of scores made only by the authors. As such, the rank order should not be considered authoritative. However, it does provide for some conclusions based on the author's research. First, QAW and ATAM, which received the highest two scores, are specifically used in partnership. That is, QAW is an input to ATAM. Second, the results generally show that those tools and techniques with a mixture of attributes score higher than those that lean more toward either the customer or engineer.

An exhaustive list of tools and techniques available to assist the systems engineer in improving the requirements analysis process is not analyzed in study. Instead, this analysis highlights a subset of tools and techniques available to promote the successful customer interview process to collect requirements and to provide feedback to customers after systems engineers have developed and derived technical requirements. The systems engineers’ job is to enable the customer to be able to understand the baseline requirements to prevent excessive requirements changes farther into the systems development process. Each project in which a systems engineer embarks is unique, and therefore requires analysis to determine which tool is most applicable to solve the problem, given the constrains of time, money, and complexity.

8. Conclusion

Projects of all complexities are founded on requirements. Requirements drive the development of products, software, and systems. However, international standards and DoD guidelines, which provide some of the most prolific systems engineering documentation available, only describe high-level systems engineering requirements processes. These documents do not attempt to describe “how” a process should, or could, be implemented. The problem with this approach is that systems engineers are left to interpret how to carry out each requirements process.

Systems engineers, out of necessity, require well documented and easy to find tools and techniques to interact with customers in the collection of initial requirements, as well as to provide feedback to customers, throughout the iterative requirements analysis process, in a customer responsive and understandable way.

The tools and techniques presented in this paper are just a subset of those available to systems engineers. Many more exist that may be customized to assist systems engineers in requirements analysis. It behooves the systems engineering community to develop a tools and techniques bible; that is, a source for systems engineers to review tools and techniques applicable to particular processes, where they can then determine, based on a balance of time and cost to the project, those best suited to advance and support the requirements process.

This study only touches the surface of describing systems engineering tools and techniques available to promote better requirements analysis. Further research should continue to catalogue tools and techniques with comparative analysis as to their particular application.
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